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~BSTRACT

This paper compares, in a general way, the predietions of the constitutive equations given by Rivlin and Ericksen, Oldroyd, and Walters.
Whether we consider the rotational problems in eylindrical co-ordinates
or in spherical polar co-ordinates, the effeet of the non-Newtonicity on
the seeondary flows is colleeted in a single parameter a which can be
explicitly expressed in ter,ms of the non-Newtonian parameters tha t occur
in each of the above-mentioned eonstitutive equations. Thus, for a given
value of a, all the three fluids will have identical secondary flows. It is
only through the study of appropriate normal stresses that a RivlinEricksen fluid can be distinguished from the other two fluids which
are indistinguishable as long as this non-Newtonian parameter has the
same value.
1.

]~NTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, a number o f workers have investigated the secondaTy flows of
non-Newtonian fluids, characterised by the constitutive equations given
by (a) Rivlin and Ericksen (R. E.) ~, (b) Oldroyd (0) 2 and (c) Walters (W), 3
induced by thc rotation of boundaries of different shatns, such as ( i ) a n
infinite plane about a normal, (ii) two parallel infinite planes about a common
norma/, (iii) one circular cylinder about its axis or (iv) two circular cylinders
about their common axis, (v) one sphere about its diameter or (vi) two
concentric spheres about a common diameter or (vil) two cones with common
vertex about their common axis. For a given geometry of the boundary
surface or surfaces, we find that the pattern of the secondary flow is similar
whatcver be the constitutive equation. This fact suggested that ir would be
useful to compare, in a general rnanner, the flow o f the fluids characterised
by various constitutive equations. Accordingly, we have considered in this
note the general flows using cylindrical co-ordinates to cover up the cases
(i) to (iv) and spherical polar co-ordinates to cover up the cases (v) to (viii).
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We find that, in cither case, the sccondary flow is governed by a differential
equation involving just one parameter a which can be explicitly expressed
in terms of the non-Newtonian paramctcrs occurring in these constitutive
equations. Thus, these fluids f o r a given value of this parameter a have
identical flows. The individual characteristics of a constitutive equation
show up only in some normal stresses. Consequcntly, only the comparison
of these normal stresscs can help us in deciding whether a given real fluid
corresponds to a specific constitutive equation.
For ready reference we record below the constitutive equations which
we have mentioned above adopting the following notations:
T = [Tic] is the stress tensor,
E = [eij] = 89

j §

i) is the rate of strain tensor~

u = [ut] is the fluid velocily at (r, t)

(~ui

a = [ad = k-~- + umui, rn

)

is the acceleration rector at (r, t),

D -----[D O] = (atj + ajot + 2ura, i urn,~) is the acceleration gradient
tensor,
12 = [120] = 89(uj, t --ut,•) is the vorticity tensor,
I is the Idem tensor,

(1.1)

80 are Kronecker deltas.

(a) Rivlin-~Ericksen constitutive equation.--Rivlin

and

Ericksen

havc

given the following general constitutive equation:
T = - - p i + 2~1E + ~2D + 43E 2 +

~b4D2q- 4 5 ( E D + DE)

+ 46 (E2D + DE 2) + 47 (ED 2 + D2E) + 48 (E 2D~"+ D2E2)
(l .2)
which involves eight parameters 4t.
its particular case

However we have considered here

T ------ p i + 2~q + 42D + 4 4 3 E 2
obtained by putting 4 t = 0 when i > 4,

(1.3)
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where
= coefficient of viscosity,
9 ~ -----coeffieient of viscoelasticity,
and
4~a = cross viscosity (we have taken 4 f a and not ~3 to keep the
same definition for E everywhere).
We note that the memory or elasticity of the fluid is incorporated in (1.3)
through the acceleration-gradient tensor. The justification of taking this
simplified version of the R-E constitutive equation lies in the fact that in the
tases so far investigated, the retention of other terms does not alter the basic
eharacter of the flows.

(b) The Oldroyd constitutive equation.--Oldroyd has #ven the following
general constitutive equation:
Tik = St~ --pStk

(1.4)

8 St k +/zoS ~ Ei k -- q (SiJ Ej k + SJk Ej i) + v~S/m E1ntStk
S tk + r~ 91

= 2-q l E ik + r~ ~8 Et k _ 2t, zEij E~tk + v=Ejm Ejra8 tk] ,

(1 . 5)

which also involves eight parameters. Here the convected derivative of
a second order contravariant tensor Btk is defined by
8 Bik ~ ~~
~ Bik + d B ik, j + ~2k.raBim+ Qt.mBrak ,
91

(1.6)

From the experimental data, Oldroyd concluded that the non-Newtonian behaviour of the elasfico-viscous fluids, like high polymer solutions,
can be explained on the basis of a simpler equation of state obtained from
this general equation by putting

0 .v)
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Accordingly, we have also considered here the following simplified version
of the Oldroyd equation of state"
Sik + ~h (~t S'k -- S'J E~k -- S ' k E , i ) + #oS~J Eik

= 2~ [Eik + r~ (~t Eik -- 2EO E / e l ] ,

(1.8)

where
~'1 = stress relaxation time,
and
~'2 ( < ~'1)= rate of strain retardafion time.
Here the elasticity of the fluid is incorporated through the relaxation times
~'1 and 72.

(c) The Walters Constitutive Equation.--We have considered here the
following forro of the Walters constitutive equation:
S~k = 2

dT

exp.

~xi ~xk E mr (x', t') dt'

~x,m bx-,-r

(I .9)
whcl'C
N (~) d~- = total viscosity cf thz Maxwell elements whose lclaxauon
times lie between ~- and ~-+ dr,
(x')

= co-ordinates of a fluid element at time t'

(x)

= co-ordŸ

and

2.

of the same fluid clcment at t ( > t').
SECONDARYFLOWS

The equations of state described in w 1 have been established entirely
from mathcmatical standpoint a n d a s such we cannot say a priori if any one
of them represems a real non-Newtonian fluid. Moieovcr, the usual viscometers jl~st measure the effective viscosity and we arc unable to separate out
thc effccts of va¡
parameters that occur in cach of these constitutive
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equations. These considerations led to the detaikd study of the flows under
va¡
conditions using these constitutive equations to enable us to compare the theoretical predictions with the observations.
In order to simplify the mathematical analysis, the non-Newtonian
effects are usually treated as of second order in compalison with the effects
of the Newtonian viscosity. This assumption led to the concept of primary
and secondazy flows. We define the primary flows as the one that is realized by taking into account only the Newtonian viscosity under Stokes'
assumption. We then define the secondary flow as the one that is superimposed on the primary flow due to inclusion of the inertial and nonNewtonian effects. Since the equations deseribing the secondary flows
ate highly complicated and non-linear, we take the inertia terms into account
only in Oseen's approximation, and effect consequent simplification in writing
the non-Newtonian temas also.
We can also define the primary and secondary flows in the following
equivalent manner. We render the equations dimensionless and introduce
ah appropriate Reynolds number R. Then, if we expand the physieal and
dynamical va¡
in powers of R, we find that the zeroth order approximation corresponds to the primary flow while the first older approximation
corresponds to the seeondary flow. We have ~ccorded this definition as ir
b¡
out clearly the physical situation under whieh our investigations are
valid.
In the seqael we have used only the dimensionless variables. We take
some appropriatc length a and aD, where t2 is ah appropriate angular velocity of rotation, as characte¡
length and charactedstic velocity and then
define the Reynolds number by

a~~p

R = ~ 7/

(2.1)
3. CYLINDRICaL CO-ORDINATES

In this section we shall compare the steady secondary flows of the fluids
mentioncd above in cylinddcal co-ordinates.

Primary flow.--In the primary flow, we have
uo = 0 ,

~o=t,o(r,z),

Wo = 0

(3.1)
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wl-crc z-axis is taken along tl:c axis of rotation, and v o is determined by
L :[%]

Yo
r~ - - 0 ,

~~
L-~br 2

I b

b:
r br + b ~ '

(3.2)

with no sJip condition at a solid boundary and rcgularity of thc solution
e.t infinity ir tl., fluid cxtends to infinity. Hcrc thc non-vanishing strcss
componr
are"
St0 (~ = r - ~

,

=

b--z "

(3.3)

Secomlary flow.--Wc zecord in Tablc I the non-zero strcss components in
, thc sc.condary flow.
TABLE I

R-E

0

W
2u,

S,, (z)

2u, + (2K + S) [S,e(~

2u,

Sos(zj

2_u + S g~o~
r

_2u + 2~g~o ~
r

~2u + 2 a g
r
on

S . cz~

2w, + (2K + S) [Se.(~

2w.

2.,.

S,. u~

(u, + w,) + (2K + S) S,0S.e c~

uo + w,

us + w,
oo

a

K+

1
S = : (7/# s

I TN ('9 d~"
+ ~s)~

.Q (*'~ --~',)

o

~

I N O')d,
O

where

~~o~ = [ ~ coq~ + [S0z~oq~.

(3.4)

Introducing a stream function ~ through the relation
1 "

U=r4,.~, w = -

1 ~r

r

(3.5)
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we have

~~0]j + 2a b~ S'~
L' [~k] = R [ - 2t~0 -~

(3.6)

Evidently ~ satisfies the following boundary conditions:
~r = ~z = 0 on solid boundary
and ~r, ~~ remain bounded and regular when distance from the axis of
rotation tends to infinity if the fluid extends to infinity.
We note the foLlowing important points:
(i) The secondary flow is in the planes passing through the axis of
rotation and hence is orthogonal to the primary flow.
(ii) The effect of the non-Newtonicity on the stream function is collected
in a single parameter a, so that all the three fluids should show identical
secondary flows f o r a given value of a.
(iii) All the stress components ate identical for the O and W fluids for
a given value of a. The stress component f o r a R-E fluid differ from those
for the O and W fluids due to the presence of terms containing (2K + S).
Thus a R-E fluid for which 2K + S is either zero of very nearly equal to
zero will behave more of less like a W of ah O fluid.
(iv) In case of ah O fluid we can in no way separate the effects of relaxation times in expe¡
using the cylind¡
geometry and steady rotation. Similar remark is applicable for a W-fluid also. However, in case
of a R - E fluid it is possible to evaluate K and S separately through the
measmement of stresses on the boundary provided we can determine a by
some characterisfic property of the secondary flow, such as its separation
and reversal.
(v) For the flow4 induced by the rotafion of one infinite plate or two
parallel infin/te plates, ~o =rwo(z), so that ~ e c~ = 0 .
Consequenfly,
all the secondary stress components for these three fluids are idenficaI except
that the normal stress components Se0m and $~m for a R - E fluid differ
from those for the other two fluids.
4.

SPHERICALPOLAR CO-ORDINATES

In this section we shall compare the steady secondary flows of the three
fluids mentioned in w 1 using sphe¡
polar co-ordinates.
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Primaryflow.--Taking the axis of rotation as the 0 = 0 axis, the p ¡
flow is defined by

Uo=Vo=O,

Wo =Wo(r, 0).

(4.1)

Here the non-vanishing stress components are

(~)

Srr (~ = r ~

,

s.,o,-~~oo
~_r wo ~
r ~0~,sin0]'

~4~~

and Wo is determined by
r a br r~

-k r s i n ~ 0 ~0

-

~\si--¡

with no slip condition at a ~olid boundary and the regula¡
at infinity ir the fluid extends to infinity.

= 0,

(4.3)

of the solution

Secondaryflow.--We record in Table II the non-zero stress components
in the secondary flow.
TAnLE II
R-E

O

W

2u,

S,, (1)

2u, + (2K + S) [S,~{~ 2

2uf

S00u)

! (u + n 0) q- (2K q- S) [S0q(~ 2

r2 (u -~v o)

2 ( u + ~ cot 0) + S g(o~

_

2 (u + v cot O)
r
+ 2 . ~ ~~

SrO(1}

~'~

r

1
~
n, + ~ ue - Ÿ

r

2
r (u + no)

2 "u +

7(

'v t o t O)

+ 2.:g (~

1
n, + ~ ue -

r

-~ (2K -b S) S,# c~ Ss~ c~
where

~(o) =
A4

[S,.,(o) r,

+ [So~(o)p.

(4.4)
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Here the stream function
1

~,~

defined by
v

r ~sin 0 ~0'

1
~~
r sin 0 ~r '

(4.5)

satisfies the following equation

.~~.]_-~ [~(~~o.)_ ~r~ (wo.tot
-- 2a sin0 {~-~( r

O)] sin 0
~-r (coto

,

(4.6)

where
~~
L------~•

sin 2 0 ~2
r ~. ~0~.

(4.7)

We can specify the boundary conditions on the solid surface or surfaces
as well as at in¡
justas we have done in w 3.
We note the following important points:
(i) The secondary flow lies in the rneridian planes and hence is orthogonal
to the p¡
flow.
(ii) The effect of non-Newtonidty on # is again co•lected in the parameter a as in w3. Therefore, a]l the three fluids have identical secondary
ttows f o r a given value of a.
(/ii) The remarks ( i i i ) a n d ( i r ) o f
components hold good here also.

w

for

the secondary

stress

(ir) In th~ case of the rotational problerns assor
with one of two
concent¡ spheres,6 w0----r sin 0w0(r) so that Se#c~ 0. Consequently
all the secondary stress components for the three fluids are the sarne except
that the normal stress cornponents Srr (" and Sr162
a) f o r a R - E fluid differ frorn
those for the other two fluids.
(v) In the case of the rotational problems assodated with the cone-cone
of cone-plate geornetries,t w0 - - r s i n 0wo(0), so that Sr~r176----0. Consequenfly aH the secondary stress cornponents for these three fluids are the
same exeept that the normal stress cornponents S00(" and S # m for a R-E
fluid are diŸ
frorn those for the other two fluids.
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CONCLUSlON

Since the airo of the present note is just to compare, in a general manner,
the physical characte¡
of the non-Newtonian fluids defined by the constitutive equations given by Rivlin and E¡
Oldroyd, and Waltcrs, we
have not included the discussion of the phenomr
of separation and
reversal of secondary flows, which is always present for vppropriate values
of a/R. Instead, we have referred to the relevant original investigations in
the text.
It appears that with the help of the flows that we have considered in
this note, we shall never be able to decide whether a given real fluid confortas
to the constitutive equation (a) or (b) or ?c). However, therc is a possibility
of deciding whether a given real fluid conforrns to the constitutive equations
given by Rivlin and Ericksen or the other two by studying the secondary
stress components.
Finally, we can separate out the effects of the cross-viscosity and viscoelasticity for a R-E fluid by studying the phenomenon of scparation and
rcversal of the secondary flow and simultaneously measuring the normal
stress components.
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